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so much difference whether you think of this earth going around the sun or the

sun going around the earth. And I believe your relativity experts will tell

you today that we cannot be too sure now which goes around the other. All we

know is that they are in a relation to each other. And it is a little simpler to

n+.-- imagine ha-- that the earth goes around the sun than the sun goies

around the earth. And now in these last fifty years they tell us that they

found that our great system that has twenty billion stars in it, many of them are

many times as big as ours is only galaxy and there are weye- twenty billion galaxies.

Well, the mind just goes dizzy when you think of it, and he that sitteth in the

heavens r shall laugh. This-eIe-man-here He sees this little man here

sahing, I have conquered eke- space. We sent the man hundred miles, and there

a hundred miles from the earth;-aid-they got out of the capsule and got back

in agait- again, and say, I have conquered the space. We have done a tremendous

thing, tave we not? spending millions of dollars.

Or what shall am man give$ in exchange for his soul. Yet, ou look at the world

today. You see people folloing this and that, and everything else bxcept the

word of God. Following that which will give them a little pleasure a few

days, a few years perhaps, then it is all over. instead of following that which

is 6de-- God's will that our lives may count for himl for all eternity. You find

people, you find those who are even saved so easily so-easily-led astray this

way. And one of those who are lost e- and one of those who failed to realize

that if a man shall gain the whole world and lose his own soul, it is worth

nothing to him, but if man looks to Jesus Christ, and be saved through him,

then his life is worthwhile through this world and through eke-- all eternity.

Let us pray. Oh, God our Father, we tthit-- thank thee for this message.
clear

We thank you for the real-way which this passage brings out the purpose of your
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